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YOU our audience

a lamp perfect for your creative hours, anywhere and everywhere



INSPIRATION a paper dance

Frozen Moment: When paper dances

A book is often thought of as a solid object. You carry 
your school books in your bag and they add weight. 
Some books can be pretty thick, others thin, but when 
bound tight, its a singular thing.
A book is made of pages however, sometimes 
thousands. Each page unique, holding its own 
sequence of lettering, and each page is a light feather 
to the bird that is a book. 

These pages, like all physical things, are met with 
forces: the tension and compression of its binding, the 
force of gravity, the friction and pressure of wind. And 
when exposed to enough of these forces, the pages flip 
themselves from cover to cover, picking up momentum.

At first glance, the frantic flying of pages in the wind 
looks random, chaotic, almost aggressive or panicked.

Slow it down, and this motion is a dance. And like any 
dance, its a sum actions and reactions, to’s and fro’s,  
a series of rests and rises, and a free movement that is 
never the same but always containing a rhythm. When 
I look at pages moving, as if by their own inclination, 
I here music through their rises and rests, and the 
pages become a group of dancers all moving to one 
song or a symphony of instruments, all different tones 
and octaves that work with one another to become a 
beautiful composition.

This moment is when paper dances:
1. its rhythmic
2. its free
3. Its several parts of a whole, forces that are working 
together, breaking a book up from its seemingly 
singular unit into a performance of individual pieces.

Inspiration Video on Youtube called Paper Dance



COREOGRAPHY creating the dance
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paper STAGE

every lamp needs a base 
and every dancer needs a stage

TOP BOTTOM

this stage is unique to a 
wireless puck lamp to make for 
easy portability



ASSEMBLY

STABILITY

each STAGE lamp base has 
custom slot locations for its 
dancers

each DANCER or lamp shade 
is attached with localizing 
dowels that keep the dancers 
from falling off stage



VARIETY

lamps comes in different styles and colors



COMMING SOON to a bedroom near you




